
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Saturday, July 13 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 

I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 

7 MCCRUNCH 3-5 

3 REMEMBER THE ALAMO 7-2 

5 HUNTINGFORCHROME 6-1 

4 RUSH IN 8-1 

MCCRUNCH was used hard to a :25.4 opener in the faster Meadowlands Pace elimination race, chased a 

wicked pace and was only 4 lengths behind at the top of the stretch before excusably tiring; he might be 

overbet here but if he brings his A game again, he’ll be tough to beat…REMEMBER THE ALAMO beat a 

good field in the NA Cup Consolation at Mohawk but his races over this track haven’t been quite as sharp; 

best needed…HUNTINGFORCHROME didn’t race that badly against a tough field in his first start for new 

barn…RUSH IN adds lasix and has a shot if the top one doesn’t produce.  

RACE 2 

9 DEVASTATE 2-1 

10 BELLA’S MUSCLEHILL 2-1 

4 BENNY J 4-1 

3 SKYDIVER 8-1 

DEVASTATE showed improved early speed in last and can wire these…BELLA’S MUSCLEHILL has come 

around nicely and looks for his third straight…BENNY J has been in some pretty good fields and fits well 

here…SKYDIVER comes off an improved effort.  

RACE 3 

1 M-M’S DREAM 2-5 

2 TACTICAL MOUNDS 4-1 

5 NELSONBRITEAGLE NO 8-1 

6 WARRAWEE XENIA 15-1 

RACE 4 

6 FRENCH CHAMPAGNE** 5-2 

9 SOIREE HANOVER 8-5 

8 WARRAWEE MICHELLE 4-1 

3 CHAPARMBRO 6-1 

FRENCH CHAMPAGNE has shown continued development for Svanstedt and draws inside of her main rivals 

with Dunn in the bike…SOIREE HANOVER was short in return and wasn’t fully extended but she’ll be 

sharper tonight…WARRAWEE MICHELLE lacked a rally in return but could improve…CHAPARMBRO has 

raced well in both starts with a catch driver but still only has 1 win and faces tougher here.  

 

RACE 5 

1 LYONS LEGEND 4-1 

2 PASS LINE 4-1 



3 SARASOTA HANOVER 4-1 

8 CAVIART BELLE 8-5 

LYONS LEGEND raced gamely in last as she used energy early trying to leave, then closed gamely from a 

tough spot…PASS LINE had the pocket, got shuffled a bit and came on for the place…SARASOTA HANOVER 

went a fast mile against weaker here in May, tired badly in her next start, and was short in her return; fits 

well on a top effort…CAVIART BELLE is fast enough but inconsistent so far this year. If she brings her A 

game, she can be tough.  

RACE 6 

8 KARL 1-9 

3 DAME GOOD TIME 6-1 

1 TONY ADAMS S 12-1 

4 AMAZING CATCH 13-1 

KARL hasn’t shown any signs of letting up…DAME GOOD TIME has matured nicely this year…TONY ADAMS 

S and AMAZING CATCH are both in good form for the Svanstedt barn.  

RACE 7 

2 TWIN B JOE FRESH 3-5 

3 SYLVIA HANOVER 5-2 

1 GRACE HILL 8-1 

5 ALWAYS B NAUGHTY 8-1 

RACE 8 

6 SITUATIONSHIP 7-1 

2 T C I 6-6 

5 HIGHLAND KISMET 9-5 

1 CABALLERO 13-1 

SITUATIONSHIP has developed nicely in three starts this year. After an early break from post 7 in last at 

Yonkers, he came back to finish a game second and he can leave for position here…T C I broke early and 

lost a lot of ground, rallied wide and held okay in the Zweig…HIGHLAND KISMET ships in sharp, has a 

strong finish, and could be tough to hold off down the lane…CABALLERO wasn’t that far behind T C I in 

last.  

RACE 9 

4 HASTY BID 4-1 

11 WINNER’S BET 1-1 

7 SPECIAL WAY 9-2 

6 OH WELL 8-1 

HASTY BID has tactical speed…WINNER’S BET is off lasix and gets the second tier but is real good 

now…SPECIAL WAY classy mare has a strong stretch kick…OH WELL tired on the front end in last but 

prefers to race with cover and his overall form is good.  

RACE 10 

5 ABUCKABETT HANOVER 8-5 

1 ALLYWAG HANOVER 2-1 

4 VOUKEFALAS 9-2 

2 CHARLIE MAY 7-1 

ABUCKABETT HANOVER left and grabbed a tuck behind the early leader, was shuffled to 5th after lead 

changes, followed cover second over, rallied three wide just past the three quarter pole and drew off with 

sharp pace…ALLYWAG HANOVER hasn’t quite put it together yet but he is capable of a big 



mile…VOUKEVALAS was given a perfect drive by Stratton and came through with the biggest win of his 

career last week…CHARLIE MAY comes off a solid closing effort and $2 million dollar earner always tries 

hard.  

RACE 11 

3 NIJINSKY 1-1 

2 FUNTIME BAYAMA 5-2 

6 LEGENDARY HANOVER 5-1 

9 CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS 7-1 

NIJINSKY came in off a strong win in the NA CUP and had a difficult trip in a fast-paced elimination race, 

eventually worked his way to the lead at the 5/8’s, took on strong pressure from FUNTIME BAYAMA, had a 

lot left considering the trip to win under confident handling by Louis Roy. He’s going to be a short price 

and this is a fine field, but he looked like he could go around again last week…FUNTIME BAYAMA left and 

was shuffled in the NA CUP and rallied gamely, then turned in a sharp effort against the favorite last 

week…LEGENDARY HANOVER is sharp and consistent and draws well here; not out of it… CAPTAIN’S 

QUARTERS hasn’t shown top gate speed but I would imagine that they’ll leave and try to work something 

out with this solid colt.  

RACE 12 

5 IT’S A LOVE THING 7-5 

4 MY GIRL EJ 2-1 

9 ROCKET DEO 6-1 

1 FLAWLESS 8-1 

RACE 13 

2 HONEY’S SWEET 5-2 

7 BUY A ROUND 8-5 

3 ALLEGIANT 9-2 

5 R MELINDA 9-2 

RACE 14 

9 NICHOLAS BEACH 6-5 

10 CHURCHVIEWFRANKL IR 6-1 

2 STONEBRIDGE REEF 4-1 

4 STONE HANOVER 5-1 

NICHOLAS BEACH set the pace, uncorked a :25.4 third quarter and was a solid second in last at 

Philadelphia; speedy veteran drops down and may go all the way…CHURCHVIEWFRANKL IR is dangerous 

at this level…STONEBRIGE REEF and STONE HANOVER fits well in this class.  

BEST BET: FRENCH CHAMPAGNE 4th Race 


